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employed an apparatus for this purpose in the 
Tyne at Newcastle consisting of a pair of light 
beams and photo-electric cells placed at one third 
and two thirds of the depth below the surface, the 
mean flow being measured at the same time on a 
meter of the rotating vane type. Hjulstrom has 
made measurements to the same end by actual 
weighing of silt samples taken out of the River 
Fyris at Uppsala. It is really surprising what 

large silt loads can be carried annually by com
paratively sluggish rivers. Thus Hjulstrom 
estimates that the Fyris-normally quite trans
lucent-carries away more than 60,000 tons of 
material-soluble and insoluble-from its basin 
every year past the bridge at Uppsala. The figure 
for the more turbid and fast-running Tyne has not 
been precisely estimated; but it is considerably in 
excess of this. 

Research in Freshwater Biology in Great Britain 
THE need for a. biological station for research 

on problems connected with freshwaters was 
emphasized at the meeting of the British Associa
tion at Glasgow in 1928, and this led to the 
foundation of the Freshwater Biological Associa
tion of the British Empire in 1929. Two more 
years of active work on the part of the many men 
of science and others interested in the project 
elapsed before the laboratory was founded at 
Wray Castle on the shores of Windermere in 1931. 
At first there were but two members of staff, 
making the best of a few rooms without laboratory 
fittings, but from 1931 until the present year 
progress has been rapid, as is well shown by the 
recently issued sixth annual report*. 

The whole of Wray Castle is now occupied, 
there being on the grmmd-floor seven laboratories, 
fitted with adequate benches, sinks, electric light, 
power and gas, and upstairs a library, offices, and 
a number of living rooms capable of housing the 
unmarried members of the staff and up to a dozen 
scientific visitors. There are now seven resident 
scientific investigators: Dr. E. B. Worthington 
(director), five assistant naturalists, and a bac
teriologist, who cover all the major branches of 
the subject. These, together with secretarial and 
laboratory staff, should place Wray Castle among 
the foremost freshwater biological stations in the 
world, and make it capable of carrying out work 
of national importance. 

The interests most closely concerned with fresh
water biology may be grouped into three cate
gories-academic research, fisheries and water
supply-and each contributes materially to the 
finances of the Association. Accordingly, some 
limit has to be put to the scope of the work which 
is undertaken, those subjects being chosen which 
are likely to elucidate the factors which control 
the production of life, both qualitative and quan
titative. The extent and variety of waters within 
easy reach of Wra.y Castle give ample scope for 
work on the many subjects involved. 

• The Freshwater Biological Association of the British Empire. Sixth 
Annual Report for the Year ending March 31st, 1938. Price to non
members, ls. 

One promising line followed up during the past 
twelve months is connected with the bottom 
deposits of lakes. With the co-operation of the 
Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty, a 
detailed bathymetric survey was made of Winder
mere by the new supersonic echo-sounding method. 
The records revealed not only the depth of water 
but also the thickness of soft deposits overlying 
the glacial basin. In addition, cores of the deposits 
have been obtained and appear to reveal a suc
cession of cold and warm phases during the early 
history of the lake, so that a good opportunity 
exists for adding to knowledge of the post-glacial 
history of the district. This research has more 
than historical significance because the use of the 
echo-sounding machine to demonstrate the thick
ness of soft deposits below a considerable depth of 
water has an immediate application to reservoirs, 
where the accumulation of mud may lead to greater 
production of algro, and other troubles in filtration 
and purification of water for domestic purposes. 

Work in past years by Prof. W. H. Pearsall, 
Mr. R. Misra and others has demonstrated the 
great importance of the character of bottom muds 
in controlling the chemical (especially nitrogen) 
balance, and also the plant and animal associations. 
Here an investigation at Wray Castle on the 
bacteriology of lakes, streams and bottom deposits, 
which is being financed by the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, may be very 
significant. Attention will be devoted by Dr. C. B. 
Taylor, who has been appointed to the new post, 
primarily to the part played by bacteria in the 
nitrogen and phosphorus cycles Closely linked 
with this is Dr. C. H. Mortimer's work on the 
chemical budget of a whole drainage basin. This 
has involved routine chemical analyses and the 
measurement of water-flows of rivers throughout 
the year, in order to estimate the quantity of 
different salts entering and leaving Windermere. 
The effect of chemical factors on the growth of 
algro is studied by Dr. M. Rosenberg by cor
relating the quality and quantity of algro, as 
observed in natural conditions, with the chemical 
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content of water at different depths and at dif
ferent times of the year. In addition, many species 
of algre have been taken into pure culture in the 
laboratory, where their reactions to altered condi
tions, in rate of multiplication and morphological 
change, can be studied under controlled conditions. 

This brings us to the work on animals, and here 
freshwater biology is still suffering under a dis
advantage because the basic faunistic studies, such 
as were characteristic of the early work in marine 
biology, have never been properly undertaken. 
The taxonomy of the aquatic stages of winged 
insects, for example, is still in a lamentable state, 
although work at Wray Castle on breeding 
ephemerids, caddis-flies and stone-flies is now 
helping materially in this direction. It is in the 
hands of Mr. T. T. Macan, who is working on the 
ecology of the Invertebrata, devoting special 
attention to corixid water-bugs. Such studies are 
specially necessary in view of the importance of 
most of the groups as fish-food. 

Of the fish themselves, most attention has been 
given in the past few years to the salmon, the 
freshwater life of which up to the stage when 
smolts reach the sea is being studied by Mr. K. R. 
Allen. By detailed work in three widely separated 
parts of the British Isles, the Lake District, the 
extreme north of Scotland, and the south of 

England, he is obtaining comparative data of 
value in determining the factors which control 
their growth-rate and behaviour. A new fish 
study is concerned with the so-called 'coarse fish', 
which contribute so much to the health and 
recreation of a large section of England's popula
tion. This investigation has been financed by the 
fishing interests, and Mr. P. H. T. Hartley, recently 
appointed to undertake the scientific work, has a 
sure backing from the National Federation of 
Anglers. 

There is another aspect of the Association's 
work, connected with parts of the Empire other 
than Great Britain. Already Wray Cast.le has 
served some purpose as a centre for information 
on freshwater fisheries in Africa, where the director 
has had extensive experience of research. Local 
problems of fisheries or water-supply are bound to 
become more numerous as Colonial development 
proceeds, so that the Freshwater Biological 
Association may have opportunities of extending 
its usefulness in this direction. 

Viewing these activities as a whole, it may 
perhaps be fairly claimed that the laboratory at 
Wray Castle, though still young, is well on the 
way to becoming a worthy partner of its elder 
brother--one might almost say father-the Marine 
Biological Association's Laboratory at Plymouth. 

Analytical Methods tn the Dating of Books and Documents 
By Dr. Julius Grant 

THE problem of establishing the date of origin 
of specimens of paper, for example, from 

books or documents, is one which arises frequently, 
but which is seldom solved without controversy. 
In many such cases, suspected forgeries of valuable 
first editions of books are involved, whilst others 
are concerned with forgeries also, but possibly of 
greater criminological interest. Where written 
documents are in question, the ink expert has in 
the past usually been able to provide the strongest 
links in the chain of evidence, although with 
printed matter his contributions are necessarily 
restricted. However, since the date of the manu
facture of the paper must always precede that of 
the application of ink (whether as handwriting or 
as print), the date arrived at as the result of an 
examination of the ink must always represent the 
paper as younger than it really is, and when the 
gap between the two dates is a big one, serious 
errors in dating may arise. 

In addition to that obtained from the ink, useful 
evidence has in the past also been drawn by the 
book expert from the nature of the type used, the 

format of the book, the binding, the illustrations 
and so on ; these are all characteristics which 
demand an intimate knowledge of book production 
and its history. In spite of this, there have been 
many instances where evidence of this kind, based 
as it must be largely on personal opinion, has 
proved inconclusive and even contradictory. 

The paper has, of course, also contributed its 
share of evidence, although not to the extent 
merited by the importance of the information it is 
capable of supplying. This may have been due to 
inadequate co-operation between the experts on 
bibliographical and paper-making matters, and 
possibly to indifference to the interest and value 
of such studies on the part of the latter. The 
importance of paper, particularly where the 
examination of first editions is concerned, depends 
to a great extent on the fact that, unlike printing 
type, the format of the book and so on, it is most 
difficult if not impossible to make a completely 
successful imitation of a given paper without 
employing the same materials and equipment as 
those used in the original. Watermarks may be 
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